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Safety and protection of frontline workers is first priority-DC Pasighat

Tawang, June 24:
The inaugural ceremony for first of a kind High altitude Orchid Conservation plot in Tawang District is granted byHonble Chief Minister Shri Pema Khandu today, in presence of Shri Tawang Tashi Lone, MLA Tawang & DC Tawang Shri Sang Phuntsok, PadmaShree  Award winner and  Honble Dzong Phuntsok, Adviser Tawang Monastery, and HoDs. The idea of High altitude Orchid Conservation plot was suggested by Shri Sang Phuntsok, DC Tawang and initiated by Shri Sange Tsewang (DFO Tawang) which was perceived in recently held District Development meeting in Tawang. The programme was marked by cultural programme of local orchid species by the dignitaries and invitees. The High Altitude Orchid conservation plot currently stocked with 200 Orchids of 12 species, the orchid family are probably one of a highly threatened species due to extreme sensitivity to environmental changes. Also as per the first comprehensive Orchid census of the country by Botanical Survey of India, Arunachal Pradesh has emerged as its top contributor, as nearly(812 out of 1256) of India’s Orchid species can be found in the North Eastern states of India and there is strong possibility that there could be many more. Tawang with diverse forest types- alpine, Sub Alpine, Temperate and Sub tropical has great possibility of finding many more different species of Orchids. The DFO Tawang also intimated that the Conservation plot will go a long way in inducing awareness and conservation approach specially in respect to rare and endangered species of Tawang and there is a planned road way for further improving and commercializing the conservation plot in coming days, that will act for in situ conservation of Orchids.

After inauguration of Orchid conservation plot Shri Pema Khandu inaugurated Landscape Flower garden near DC Office Tawang developed by Horticulture department Tawang.

Earlier to this event Shri Pema Khandu along with MMLA Tawang participated in a plantation drive at Ugyanling, the birth place of HH 3rd Dalai Lama which was organized by Environmental Protection society(NGO)in collaboration with Charity Affairs Dept and supported by Dept of Forest, SSB and ITBP.

Pasighat, June 24:
Three Covid-19 Positive cases have been detected in Tirap and were undergoing treatment in CCC (Covid Care Centre), Khonsa, out of which one girl has been discharged today after testing negative consecutively. The girl was a resident from Channe and was under facility quarantine and her sample was tested positive for COVID-19 and was immediately shifted to CCC at Khonsa general hospital on the same night.

Tirap DC Bhuwan Pratap, IAS appreciated the District police including the frontline warriors for battle against the invisible virus.

DFO Tirap asked Ruksin administration to take at least 10 to 15 days. He also thanked Frontline Health workers for Covid-19.

Later, in the evening the high power committee recommended that the Conservation plot would go a long way in inducing awareness and conservation approach specially in respect to rare and endangered species of Tawang and there is a planned road way for further improving and commercializing the conservation plot in coming days, that will act for in situ conservation of Orchids.

After inauguration of Orchid conservation plot Shri Pema Khandu inaugurated Landscape Flower garden near DC Office Tawang developed by Horticulture department Tawang.

Earlier to this event Shri Pema Khandu along with MMLA Tawang participated in a plantation drive at Ugyanling, the birth place of HH 3rd Dalai Lama which was organized by Environmental Protection society(NGO)in collaboration with Charity Affairs Dept and supported by Dept of Forest, SSB and ITBP.

Pasighat, June 24:
Minister-Rukun (MMR) road communication under Rukun subdivision has been disrupted as about thirty feet approach road of the bridge over Silchar river washed away due to torrential rain fall for the last many days.

ADG ADC, Kibono Apang while visiting the area, Ngipin Head GaonBuraTalungSaroh appealed the visiting ADC for immediate restoration stating that the bridge was the lifeline of the local villages. Immediate restoration was also very essential for medical emergencies and people of the area.

Meanwhile, East Siang Deputy Commissioner Dr. Kinny Singh directed the EE (PWD) for immediate restoration. After field visit, the EE (T/EE) informed the DC that the approach road towards Niglok site has been completely damaged and it would take at least 10 to 15 days. He asked Rukun administration to issue travel advisory for the public. The DC also thanked Frontline workers for Covid-19.

Later, in the evening the high power committee accompanied by Deputy Speaker Teamong Pongel laid foundation for the MMLAs Wamglang Sawin, Wamglang Sawin and public in length. Public also submitted memorandum in regards to establishment of the Zonal Hospital.

Earlier, the high power committee was extended warm welcome by MLA Wamglang Loangdong, Wamglang Sawin and Chakalt Abck, DC Tirap Bhuwan Pratap, IAS, SP Tirap Kardaj Ribs, administrative officers, head of departments, public leaders, chiefs, GBs and general public at Chujay, one of the proposed sites donated by villagers of Bunting village. Later, today the Learned Chief Secretary Shri Nareesh Kumar took stock of the security concerns of the district with the DC, SP Tirap, Brigadier Vijay Chauhan, Commander 25 Sector Assam Rifles, Col A.K. Das, Comman-dant BS in the office of the IAR and appreciated the efforts put in by the security forces and district administration for maintaining peace and tranquility in the district. Thereafter, learned Chief Secretary accompanied by Health Secretary visited WR Sanaa Mission school at Khasma and Rama Krishna Mission school Dibang wherein the Chief Secretary interacted with the Secretory Malai at RIKSM, Khasma and Secretary Maharaj at RMMS Narlamgarh.
Editorial

International day of yoga

Today Yoga becomes a global festival. The International Yoga Day is celebrated on 21st June every year and the first Yoga Day was celebrated in 2015. In 2014 the Indian prime minister put the proposal of Yoga day at UN general assembly. From then the Yoga Day is celebrated every year.

Although the International Yoga Day was celebrated with excitement in various countries of the world, it is a special occasion, especially for India. This day is celebrated as a big festival in the country. Various yoga camps are organized at various places around the world on International Yoga Day. On this occasion, a big program was organized on Rajpath on the first Yoga day in India. In this program, Mr. Narendra Modi and notable people from more than eighty countries participated. Apart from this, the entire mass mobilized a large number for this first Yoga Day celebration.

There were 21 yoga postures in this collective yoga session. All these 21 poses were done in the supervision of trained yoga instructors and the crowd practiced them enthusiastically. Two Guinness World Records were also created in this celebration.

People around the world gather in parks, community halls, and various places to practice yoga postures. Yoga trainers guide people to voluntarily make these yoga sessions successful. Not only people living within metros but people living in small towns and villages get organized and participate in yoga sessions. This is an absolutely good view when large numbers of people are seen doing yoga together.

It was observed when a large number of people gathered to participate in International Yoga Day. On Yoga Day, people are encouraged to do Yoga in their daily routine. People are aware of the significance of yoga, but the beginning of Yoga Day gave it extra emphasis.

Yoga helps human beings to move towards a healthy lifestyle. On the contrary, this was a completely new experience for many people around the world. They felt themselves, who become familiar with such kind of art.

It is a matter of pride for Indians that our ancient art of yoga becomes a global festival. The International Yoga Day is appreciated worldwide. It is, therefore, a matter of pride for India keeping the mind and body match has been accepted and appreciated in these trying times. He announced it's people are with the victim during this celebration.

Although the International Yoga Day was celebrated in 2014, the proposal of Yoga day at UN general assembly was put forward by Mr. Narendra Modi, who became familiar with such kind of art.

The Department of Public Health Engineering & Water Supply, Arunachal Pradesh, has made a power point presentation to the Deputy Chief Minister, Shri Choena Mein on Jal Jeevan Mission here today.

Jal Jeevan Mission is a programme to be implemented by the Govt of India in partnership with the State Governments. It envisaged providing safe and adequate drinking water through household and small community tap connections by 2024 to all households in rural India and also to provide functional tap connection to public institutions like Schools, Anganwadi centres, GP buildings, Health Centres, wellness centres and community buildings.

The programme will also implement source sustainability measures as mandatory elements, such as recharge and reuse through greywater management, water conservation, rain water harvesting. The Jal Jeevan Mission will be based on a community approach to water and will include water information, Education and communication as a key component of the mission. It looks to create a jan andolan for water, thereby making it everybody's priority and to involve GPUs and rural communities to plan, implement, manage, own, operate and maintain their own in-village water supply systems to promote and ensure voluntary ownership among local community by way of contribution in kind, cost and/ or labour and voluntary labour (shramdaan).

The team urged the department to practically involve the community in the programme and to instigate a sense of ownership amongst the people and also to educate them in the importance of water conservation so as to minimize wastage of water. He said that the benefits of the scheme should percolate down to the last mile of the society and benefits the actually needy people.

Jeevan Mission will be based on a community approach to water and will include water information, Education and communication as a key component of the mission. It looks to create a jan andolan for water, thereby making it everybody's priority and to involve GPUs and rural communities to plan, implement, manage, own, operate and maintain their own in-village water supply systems to promote and ensure voluntary ownership among local community by way of contribution in kind, cost and/ or labour and voluntary labour (shramdaan).

The team urged the department to practically involve the community in the programme and to instigate a sense of ownership amongst the people and also to educate them in the importance of water conservation so as to minimize wastage of water. He said that the benefits of the scheme should percolate down to the last mile of the society and benefits the actually needy people.

Regarding health and hygiene, DC was accompanied by EAC (HQ) Ashok Tajo, Nodal Officer Tikon Sonam and Nondo Dona and Asstt. Nodal Officer (Quarantine Centres) Eri Kuman Manag.

Earlier in the day, DC convened an emergency meeting in his chamber with ADC (HQ) Darje Sanyog, DySP N Sora, CO Pooza Sonam Natung and DTO Nondo Dona to chalk out a plan to manage traffic congestion and regulation in the Seppa town.

While appreciating for early implementation of one way traffic movement system, DC Prababil Abhishek, in order to ease the traffic congestion in the Seppa Town, directed the police department and official concerned for early implementation of one way traffic system designed to ease the traffic congestion.

DC P Prababil Abhishek also enjoined about the status of clinical testing of returnees and advised all concerned to strictly all SOPs as issued by the govt, while assigning tasks. He also urged to sensitize the immates regarding health and hygiene.

On 25th June, the Deputy Commissioner, Arunachal Pradesh Pema Khandu has expressed deep shock and sorrow over the loss of a minor's life at Don Colin, Ranag. Due to land slide this morning innocent rain collector of the last couple of days that triggered landslides and flood have left trails of large-scale devastation in the entire state.

Reportedly, around 8:17 AM, the minor boy was retrieved from the debris and brought to R.M. Mission hospital. Meanwhile, police authorities declared her to be brought dead.

Conveying his heartfelt condolences to the bereaved family members who fell to nature's fury, Khandu said that the State and the people are with the victim during these trying times. He announced immediate release ex-gratia of Rs. 4 lakhs to next of kin of the deceased.

Assuring all possible support from the Disaster Management Department, the district administration and departmental agencies to the family to tide over the unfortunate incident and convey his deepest condolences to the bereaved family members.

The programme will also implement source sustainability measures as mandatory elements, such as recharge and reuse through greywater management, rainwater harvesting. The Jal Jeevan Mission will be based on a community approach to water and will include water information, Education and communication as a key component of the mission. It looks to create a jan andolan for water, thereby making it everybody's priority and to involve GPUs and rural communities to plan, implement, manage, own, operate and maintain their own in-village water supply systems to promote and ensure voluntary ownership among local community by way of contribution in kind, cost and/ or labour and voluntary labour (shramdaan).

The team urged the department to practically involve the community in the programme and to instigate a sense of ownership amongst the people and also to educate them in the importance of water conservation so as to minimize wastage of water. He said that the benefits of the scheme should percolate down to the last mile of the society and benefits the actually needy people.

The team urged the department to practically involve the community in the programme and to instigate a sense of ownership amongst the people and also to educate them in the importance of water conservation so as to minimize wastage of water. He said that the benefits of the scheme should percolate down to the last mile of the society and benefits the actually needy people.
Moyong distributes free rice to migrant workers under Atma Nirbhar Abhiyan

Pasighat, June 24: Local MLA Kalikho Boyinggand DC East Siang, Dr. Kinyi Singh today distributed free rice to the migrant workers under the Atma Nirbhar Bharti Abhiyan Scheme, during COVID Pandemic.

Taking it as the idea of the assistance of food grains launched by the Central Government for two months at this crucial juncture of Covid Pandemic, MLA and DC assured the migrant workers and provide relief to the migrant workers.

The MLA also took the opportunity to thank the District administration CBDO NGOs and line workers who are working hard to fight the Covid-19 and also provide food to the migrant workers who are roaming without their own land and are not covered under NFSA.

DC Hoj. Shri Taddaborgong District Flood & Civil Supplies Officer, Officials of Food and civil Supplies Department, District police, Medical Officers, CBDO, NGOs, Student Union and other stakeholders gathered today under the leadership of DC Leki who took in the personal and also to do away with the issues of social stigma.

The DC expressed his gratitude to the Army, BRO, SOS and ITBP also put forth their issues and the prevalent status of operations under the WHO preventive measures and the diseases under the guidance of the administration.

The DC also suggested that the central government should take steps to provide free special food for migrant workers and advised them to complete their remaining journey and return to their homes, to maintain the social distancing and wear masks and use other sanitary tools. The DC said that the migrant workers have done a great loss not only for the family but also to the society.

A Coordination Meeting-cum-Awareness programme on Covid-19 for all the Head of the schools

A Coordination Meeting-cum-Awareness programme on Covid-19 was held in the Head of the schools of Lopinung, Pangar and Sagalee Circle under Sagalee block was held at Govt. Hi Sec. School, Sagalee. The programme was organized by the DSSE – cum – DPO Yuypia, District Panchayat.

While attending the Coordination Meeting Shri Napam Tuki, Honble M.L.A 10th Sagalee Assembly Constituency –cum-former Minister of Internal Affairs Pradesh appreciated the coordination meeting-cum-awareness programme on Covid-19. He directed the DSSE Yuypia to prepare comprehensive strategies before re-opening of Schools amid of covid-19. He also sought for the detail status report of all the schools under his constituency. Further he also suggested for6 clubbing of Primary & Upper Primary Schools at last but one by providing Hostel facilities to the students for its smooth functioning and quality education.

He also spoke about COVID-19 and advised to prepare the proposal based on total enrollment of the students and submit it to the state Govt. for Sanitizers, Masks and Hand wash etc. He assures to extend and provide all possible help to this particular period and asks all the Head of Institutions to render their services towards the cause of student’s community with sincerity & dedication. Shri T.T. Tara, DSSE –cum-DPO Yuypia highlighted the problems and issues related to the schools and asked all the Head of the Institution to carry forward whatever resources are available in the schools. Also instructed the Ho’s to prepare standard operating procedure (SOP) to be implemented after re-opening of the schools based on their aptitude.

The MLA also observed two minute silence to pay homage to the departed soul of 20 soldiers who lost their life in Galwan valley in East Ladakh while defending our territorial boundary. BEO/BRR and CRC of three circles also attended the programme.

Lone Covid-19 Positive from West Siang Released

Aalo, June 23: The Lone Covid-19 positive case from West Siang was released from Covid isolate unit of Government Hospital Aalo amid fanfara in a small function on June 23 and released today.

The patient was tested positive for the first time on 30th May and declared positive on June 19 and put under Covid Care Centre. He was released today after being tested negative twice after treatment.

East Siang DA issues Advisory as water level rises

Pasighat, June 23: Following heavy rainfall for the first time in a week, the Mighty Siang Rivers and streams are in full spate DC today reviewed situation with the Army, SSB, ITBP, administration and district police, Medical Officers, CBDO, NGOs, Student Union and other stakeholders gathered today under the leadership of DC Leki who took in the personal and also to do away with the issues of social stigma.

The DC also suggested that the central government should take steps to provide free special food for migrant workers and advised them to complete their remaining journey and return to their homes, to maintain the social distancing and wear masks and use other sanitary tools. The DC said that the migrant workers have done a great loss not only for the family but also to the society.

East Siang District Administration has also observed two minute silence to pay homage to the departed soul of 20 soldiers who lost their life in Galwan valley in East Ladakh while defending our territorial boundary. BEO/BRR and CRC of three circles also attended the programme.

A Coordination Meeting-cum-Awareness programme on Covid-19 for all the Head of the schools

A Coordination Meeting-cum-Awareness programme on Covid-19 was held in the Head of the schools of Lopinung, Pangar and Sagalee Circle under Sagalee block was held at Govt. Hi Sec. School, Sagalee. The programme was organized by the DSSE – cum – DPO Yuypia, District Panchayat.

While attending the Coordination Meeting Shri Napam Tuki, Honble M.L.A 10th Sagalee Assembly Constituency –cum-former Minister of Internal Affairs Pradesh appreciated the coordination meeting-cum-awareness programme on Covid-19. He directed the DSSE Yuypia to prepare comprehensive strategies before re-opening of Schools amid of covid-19. He also sought for the detail status report of all the schools under his constituency. Further he also suggested for6 clubbing of Primary & Upper Primary Schools at last but one by providing Hostel facilities to the students for its smooth functioning and quality education.

He also spoke about COVID-19 and advised to prepare the proposal based on total enrollment of the students and submit it to the state Govt. for Sanitizers, Masks and Hand wash etc. He assures to extend and provide all possible help to this particular period and asks all the Head of Institutions to render their services towards the cause of student’s community with sincerity & dedication. Shri T.T. Tara, DSSE –cum-DPO Yuypia highlighted the problems and issues related to the schools and asked all the Head of the Institution to carry forward whatever resources are available in the schools. Also instructed the Ho’s to prepare standard operating procedure (SOP) to be implemented after re-opening of the schools based on their aptitude.

The MLA also observed two minute silence to pay homage to the departed soul of 20 soldiers who lost their life in Galwan valley in East Ladakh while defending our territorial boundary. BEO/BRR and CRC of three circles also attended the programme.

Lone Covid-19 Positive from West Siang Released

Aalo, June 23: The Lone Covid-19 positive case from West Siang was released from Covid isolate unit of Government Hospital Aalo amid fanfara in a small function on June 23 and released today.

The patient was tested positive for the first time on 30th May and declared positive on June 19 and put under Covid Care Centre. He was released today after being tested negative twice after treatment.

East Siang District Administration has also observed two minute silence to pay homage to the departed soul of 20 soldiers who lost their life in Galwan valley in East Ladakh while defending our territorial boundary. BEO/BRR and CRC of three circles also attended the programme.
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While attending the Coordination Meeting Shri Napam Tuki, Honble M.L.A 10th Sagalee Assembly Constituency –cum-former Minister of Internal Affairs Pradesh appreciated the coordination meeting-cum-awareness programme on Covid-19. He directed the DSSE Yuypia to prepare comprehensive strategies before re-opening of Schools amid of covid-19. He also sought for the detail status report of all the schools under his constituency. Further he also suggested for6 clubbing of Primary & Upper Primary Schools at last but one by providing Hostel facilities to the students for its smooth functioning and quality education.

He also spoke about COVID-19 and advised to prepare the proposal based on total enrollment of the students and submit it to the state Govt. for Sanitizers, Masks and Hand wash etc. He assures to extend and provide all possible help to this particular period and asks all the Head of Institutions to render their services towards the cause of student’s community with sincerity & dedication. Shri T.T. Tara, DSSE –cum-DPO Yuypia highlighted the problems and issues related to the schools and asked all the Head of the Institution to carry forward whatever resources are available in the schools. Also instructed the Ho’s to prepare standard operating procedure (SOP) to be implemented after re-opening of the schools based on their aptitude.
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*YOGA- ITS ESSENCE AND IMPORTANCE IN A PANDEMIC HIT WORLD*

The 6th International Yoga Day was observed across the globe with the theme yoga at home and yoga with family. Since the UN declaration on yoga being counted as one of the best wellness systems in the world, India had its major chunk of pride as its traditional method of healthy living was recognized across the globe; a contribution that this country made to humanity. Ayurveda is also gaining momentum but the manner in which yoga crept into the daily lives of millions across the planet was astounding. Amid the corona pandemic and the hustle and bustle of modern life, yoga stands out helping millions to cure their ailments and psychosomatic issues. Running after comforts and conveniences, we have come to a juncture where life without gadgets and gizmos is unthinkable. They have revolutionized our lives. But they came with heavy price tags forcing us to pay for lifestyle diseases like diabetes, obesity, blood pressure and cardiac issues. Of course less attention was paid to the negative effects due to their excessive use. Without bothering much we thrust cell phones into the lovely hands of our kids. Drastic biological imbalances that they silently cause to our own body should be a huge concern. Probably yoga is seen to bring care and cure to those who suffer. Therefore, it can be trusted and practiced. ‘My life my yoga’ was a unique initiative by the ministry of Ayush. Such initiatives would definitely enhance the importance of yoga in a world totally submerged in stress and distress due to the pandemic. Millions of people are battling to save their lives from the deadly virus is a bitter truth. Learn to live with the virus, a new normal, a reality that every individual must train himself to accept and appreciate.

Undoubtedly, yoga holds the power to solve complexities of the mind and body. Literally the word yoga means to unite; the unity of the individual self with the cosmic self or in simple terms the perfect alignment of the body and mind. Importance of yoga is that it handles various faculties of the human anatomy. It deals with not only the body but the mind and the soul and beyond. Modern medical systems mostly deal with the physical aspects of the human body but ayurveda and yoga go beyond the body and the mind to cure. People would often end up mistaking yoga to be the twisting and turning of the body. That is how it is propagated across the globe. Understanding yoga at the physical level is normal but going beyond the physical transforms a practitioner totally. Going to the depth in practice, the practitioner experiences the oneness with the individual self with the universal. The body being treated as an instrument needs to be maintained properly and the mind the indweller becomes capable of coming out of its chaotic expressions and attains tranquility. Thus, the body-mind mechanism functions in unison in tune with the pulsating framework of nature. What is important is to practice yoga regularly with complete attention and involvement. Yoga's power is undisputable when it comes to its ability to boost our immunity and maintain our physical fitness.

Seeing yoga as a religious affair is not improper. At the personal level, practice of yoga can be as natural an endeavor as any other religious ritual. But it can be a personal outlook. Considering yoga practice for the wellness of the body is more favorable for many than delving deeper into its spiritual realms. It can better be used as a healthy habit to solve the complexities of our chaotic modern life. In a spiritual realm, yoga in its essence is a passage from ignorance to self knowledge. Having controlled the body and mind, the practitioner is normal to step further to the spiritual domain. Practice of yoga enables a person to think good, feel good and live good. As a wellness system yoga provides a person with ample scope to progress with physical, emotional and spiritual maturity. Significantly the popularity with which yoga became a part of the western life is amazing. Mostly it is due to the wayward lifestyle of the west. Broken families and a totally paralyzing trauma due to the drug peddling and massive consumption of illegal narcotics among the modern youth naturally but consistently forced them to find an alternate way for cure. As a mechanism to handle the body and mind, yoga has tremendously helped the western lives better than any spiritual practice available.

Wavering from the fundamentals of yoga philosophy, the trends to commercialize yoga to a booming industry is a reality. With millions of practitioners joining every day, the yoga industry is flourishing everywhere in the world. It is a good sign of economy, emerging from the rubbles of the ancient wisdom of India refurbishing its essentially faded significance under the cast of time. From the politicians to the cricketers to the film fraternity to the common man, yoga has an influence in everyone's life purely secular in its outlook and healthy and holistic in its effect. From a yoga mat to a yoga dress, everything related to yoga is costly even in India. But nothing costly is required for a sincere practitioner, except a resolution to spend an hour daily for his body and mind. That’s what yoga is, it will work wonders for us.

M.R.Lalu
Viruses don’t discriminate and neither should we.

#SolidarityNotStigma fights the spread of #COVID19.

People who are sick with coronavirus have done nothing wrong, so let’s not treat them differently.

We are stronger together in the fight against coronavirus. #SolidarityNotStigma

---

**STAY SAFE FROM #CORONAVIRUS**

STATE HELPLINE NUMBER OF ARUNACHAL PRADESH

1. State Control Room (Civil Secretariat) - 104/0359-222777/2292774/2292775
2. State Task Force (DHS) - 0360-2350407 / 3. Email: arunachalcovid19@gmail.com

Issued in Public Interest by: Department of Health & Family Welfare, Govt. of Arunachal Pradesh
NOTICE INVITING TENDER

Item rate tender is hereby invited on behalf of the Governor of Arunachal Pradesh from all Registered & eligible Contractors & Vendors/ Firms having Valid Trading license with GST Registration, for Supply and Procurement of Materials pertaining to MGNREGA works - 2020-21 under Dibang Valley District.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SL No.</th>
<th>Name of work</th>
<th>Estimated cost (Rupees)</th>
<th>Earnest Money (Rupees)</th>
<th>Cost of tender form (Non-refundable)</th>
<th>Date &amp; time of Issue of Tender Papers</th>
<th>Date &amp; time of Receipt of Tender Papers</th>
<th>Date, time &amp; venue of opening of Tender papers</th>
<th>Date for completion of work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Supply and Procurement of Materials under MGNREGA-2020-21, under DRDA, Anini, Dibang Valley</td>
<td>Rs. 2,90,83,282/-</td>
<td>Rs. 2,90,833/-@ 1% for APST. Rs. 5,81,666/-@ 2% for Non-APST Contractors</td>
<td>Rs. 1,000.00</td>
<td>25/06/2020 onwards</td>
<td>09/07/2020 up to 1600.00 Hours</td>
<td>10/07/2020 at 1000 Hours onwards in office chamber of PO, DRDA, Anini, Dibang Valley, Arunachal Pradesh</td>
<td>12 (Twelve) Months</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Tender papers can be obtained from the office of the Project Director, DRDA, Anini, Dibang Valley District, from date of publication i.e 25th June’2020 to 9th July’2020 during office hours from 1000 hours up to 1600 hours by remitting cost of Tender paper either by cash or Demand Draft (Non-refundable) drawn in favour of the Project Director, DRDA, Anini, Dibang Valley, Arunachal Pradesh.

2. Sealed Tender documents (Technical Bid with EMD & Financial Bid) shall be received up to 1600 hrs.of 9th July 2020 and shall be opened on 10th July 2020 at 1000 hours onwards in the office chamber of the Project Director, DRDA Anini, District Dibang Valley, Arunachal Pradesh in presence of intending contractor(s) or his (their) authorized representatives.

3. The Earnest Money shall be accepted in the form of Deposit at Call Receipt of a Scheduled Nationalized Bank/Fixed deposit receipt of a scheduled Nationalized Bank/Demand Draft of a Scheduled nationalized Bank guaranteed by the Reserve Bank of India issued in favour of the Project Director, DRDA, Anini District Dibang Valley, Arunachal Pradesh which should accompany with the Tender documents.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS :-

1. The Contractors/Vendors/Firms CI-IV categories onwards should furnish the following initial requirements along with application form and requisite cost of tender documents for issue of tender paper:
   i. The Applicant Contractor/Vendor/Firm must produce original Contractor registration certificate/ Valid Trading License, GSTIN registration certificate with valid GST return file certificate, TIN/TAN in the name of the registered firm along with upto date income tax clearance certificate.
   ii. The Applicant Contractor/Vendor/Firm shall submit No-dues certificate (NDC)/No objection Certificate (NOC) from the concerned Nationalized Bank operating his account duly issued by the Branch Manager in order to participate in the tender.
   iii. The Applicant Contractor must produce Non-Litigation Certificate. The contractor/Vendor/Firm having litigant history shall not be issued tender documents.
   iv. Produce Work Experience Certificate having satisfactorily completed similar nature of works for last three years.

2. The tenders without Earnest Money shall be summarily rejected.

3. Joint ventures are not acceptable.

4. The tenderer should have a minimum annual financial turn over on supply work of at least 100% of the estimated cost during the preceding last 3 consecutive financial years.

5. Acceptance of tender at justified rates with allowable variations as per CPWD Works manual 2018, 20.4.3.2 shall be strictly followed.

6. The Contractor/vendor/firm should have solvency certificate from any nationalized bank not less than 50% of tendered amount.

7. The vendor/firm should be domicile within the territorial jurisdiction of Dibang Valley District, Anini, Arunachal Pradesh complying District based Entrepreneur Act 2015.

8. Tender Paper duly completed in all respect should be submitted in one large envelope marked as "Tender for supply of Non-wage materials under MGNREGA" containing 2(two) separate sealed envelopes for Technical Bids and Financial Bids.

9. The bidder will have to adhere to all the terms and condition laid down in tender documents.

10. The Supply works should be carried out as per the approved NIT Quantity, Quality and specification of materials.

11. The undersigned reserves the right to accept/reject any or all the tenders received without assigning any reason thereof.

12. In case of any dispute, the legal jurisdiction of the case will be within Dibang Valley District, Anini, Arunachal Pradesh.

13. All other terms and conditions shall be reflected in the technical bid documents which will be issued to the interested bidders.

14. A pre-bid meeting will be held on _____/_____/2020 at 1430 Hrs. at the office chamber of the Project Director, DRDA, Anini, District Dibang Valley, Arunachal Pradesh to clarify the issues and answer questions on any matter relating to tender that may arise at that stage.

Sd/- Joint Director (RE)
Rural Development Department,
Itanagar
MESSAGE

On this day of 26th June 2020, the International Day against Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking, I would like to urge all the people especially the youth of the state to take a pledge to not consume such substances which not only harm the body but also have a lasting impact on the mental faculties of the individual. The youth is the future of the state and will guide us to the path of development for which a healthy body and mind is essential.

The State Government has placed adequate emphasis on providing alternative livelihoods for all those involved in cultivation and manufacture of such substances. Further, there is a focus on rehabilitation for all those suffering from addiction to such substances.

As per the guidelines of MHA, the state government has formulated a state level apex committee for coordination and formulation of strong comprehensive action plan for control, rehabilitation and providing alternative livelihoods for the illicit cultivation under the chairmanship of Chief Secretary. As per which it ensured for a coordinated approach to tackle this menace which focuses on enforcement as well as rehabilitation. The Anti Drug Squad established in Rengong is one such example of the resolution adopted under Para 9 of the SLCC meeting held on 9th December, 2019 under the chairmanship of Chief Secretary. As per which there shall be state level dedicated team for anti-narcotic activities in which unified team from state police and state narcotic official cell work together for total action against drug trafficking, the drug abuse victims are counselled and encouraged to return to mainstream of society.

The State Police and State Narcotics control cell has taken strict action against drug trafficking with a total of 194 cases being registered in the past 2 years. The State Government has also taken strict action against those officials who were complicit in drug trafficking.

There have also been efforts to destroy illicit cultivation of poppy and cannabis in the state with about 95.10 acres being destroyed in 2020 till now. There is a focus on providing alternative livelihoods to people who are engaged in such cultivation.

Let us say NO to Drugs and YES to Life!
Jai Hind, Jai Arunachal!

(Pema Khandu)

HARMFUL EFFECT OF DRUGS ABUSE

- Infectious Diseases & Impaired Health
- HIV/AIDS
- Absence from School/College
- Loss of Job/Income
- Possible death due to frustration or ill health
- Convulsion of names like theft, rape, murder etc.
- Corruption
- Money laundering and Naxal-terrorism

Dont’ Drag Yourself Into Drugs

DIAL 112 IN EMERGENCY HELP US KEEP THE CITY SAFE.

GOVERNMENT OF ARUNACHAL PRADESH,
OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER :: (WZ-cum-COORDINATION)
PHE & WS DEPARTMENT :: ITANAGAR

No. PHED-II/CE/Coord/MSP/26/12/ Dated Itanagar the 23rd June 2020.

NOTIFICATION


In continuation to this office’s notification under reference where in the applicants who had applied for the post of Junior Engineer (C) under Meritorious Sports Person (MSP) Quota in the PHE & WS Department, found with various minor discrepancies during scrutiny of application had been given 2 (Two) weeks / (14 Days) time w.e.f. 17/03/2020 to 31/03/2020 to clarify the discrepancies / observation on the spot.

Whereas due to the nationwide lockdown due to pandemic Covid-19 w.e.f. 24/03/2020, some candidates could not clarify / rectify their shortcomings in their applications. Therefore, they are hereby given 6 (Six) days time w.e.f. 29/06/2020 to 6/07/2020 (4th and 5th July 2020 being Saturday and Sunday respectively) to attend the office of the CE (WZ-cum- Coord.), PHED, Division-IV, Itanagar during office hours to clarify the discrepancies / observations on the spot, with the concerned official.

Sd/-
Chief Engineer (WZ-cum-Coord.),
PHE & WS Department, Itanagar
DCM concern over 3G Internet services in remote areas

Aalo, June 25: The West Siang Deputy Commissioner (Shri Moti Riba) reviewed the Containment Plan with Magistrates, Nodal Officers, Medical department, police and officers of DMO in their respective charge areas, with special emphasis on sharing the plan with the public.

In continuation of the drive to check price hike during the crisis due to Covid-19, the team in their inspections found 2 wine shops selling IMFL under the charge of the DMO. The team also visited in Dibang Valley and also for sharing of OFC and also extended to Dibang Valley, Changlang, Longding and Tirap Districts of Arunachal Pradesh in the eastern sector.

CM Y.M. Devi, in her address to the people of the State, said that the lockdown has been extended for another two weeks starting today.

On the second day of the lockdown, the team visited the Tik tragic in Changlang, and in the meeting, he reviewed the plan and also directed the team to take necessary steps to control the price hike.

The team also visited the police stations in Longding and Tirap District and also directed the police to take necessary steps to control the price hike.

Khandu, June 21: The West Siang Deputy Commissioner (Shri Moti Riba) reviewed the Containment Plan with Magistrates, Nodal Officers, Medical department, police and officers of DMO in their respective charge areas, with special emphasis on sharing the plan with the public.

In continuation of the drive to check price hike during the crisis due to Covid-19, the team in their inspections found 2 wine shops selling IMFL under the charge of the DMO. The team also visited in Dibang Valley, Changlang, Longding and Tirap Districts of Arunachal Pradesh in the eastern sector.

CM Y.M. Devi, in her address to the people of the State, said that the lockdown has been extended for another two weeks starting today.

On the second day of the lockdown, the team visited the Tik tragic in Changlang, and in the meeting, he reviewed the plan and also directed the team to take necessary steps to control the price hike.

The team also visited the police stations in Longding and Tirap District and also directed the police to take necessary steps to control the price hike.

The team was accompanied by the Assistant Director of Information and Public Relations department, NDB, and the District Information Officer, NDB.
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CM Y.M. Devi, in her address to the people of the State, said that the lockdown has been extended for another two weeks starting today.

On the second day of the lockdown, the team visited the Tik tragic in Changlang, and in the meeting, he reviewed the plan and also directed the team to take necessary steps to control the price hike.

The team also visited the police stations in Longding and Tirap District and also directed the police to take necessary steps to control the price hike.

The team was accompanied by the Assistant Director of Information and Public Relations department, NDB, and the District Information Officer, NDB.